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Light Tight Oil Definitions
• “Light” oil – API gravity > 30o

• “Tight” oil – Reservoir cannot produce at
economic rates from conventional vertical
wellbores
• Horizontal drilling and multi-stage hydraulic
fracturing required for economic production

• Reservoirs include all rock types – shales,
tight sandstones and carbonates
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2014 Light Tight Oil Assessment
• Commissioned by CSUR
• PRCL: Oil-in-place resources
• Sproule: Recoverable resource estimates

• Focused on known plays, either already
producing or at least tested
• Established / Emerging / Potential plays

• Incorporated volumetric calculations /
estimates, where available
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Oil Resource Calculations
• Conventional plays – statistical techniques, using
exploration play definition and analysis of existing pool size
distribution
• GSC - PETRIMES
• NEB - @Risk

• Unconventional plays are generally continuously distributed
– not in pools
• Not well suited to conventional analysis

• Oil-in-place volumes based on probabilistic analysis of
reservoir parameters are most credible
• U.S. EIA, Alberta Geological Survey, National Energy Board
• These are major projects, and only a few exist

• Simple, deterministic volumetric estimates are more
commonly available (e.g., analyst reports)
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Light Tight Oil Play Classification
• Established Plays
• Regionally extensive unconventional plays
• Significant exploration and development activity
• All are in Western Canada Sedimentary Basin

• Emerging Plays
• Proven tight oil potential, limited production history

• Potential Plays
• Oil in place resources likely, but no production history

• Speculative Plays
• Suggested by regional petroleum systems analysis
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Established Play
Slave Point
Fringing Reef Complex

Swan Hills / Slave Point
(Devonian)

Peace River Arch

Waterways
Shale Basin

Swan Hills
Platform

• Regionally extensive carbonate
banks and platforms, fringing
emergent landmasses
• Conventional production from reef
buildups
• Tight oil targets in marginal facies
• Waterways shale basin forms
regional stratigraphic trap

• Mixed success to date in attaining
economic production with
horizontal / multi-frac wells
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Bakken

(Devonian / Carboniferous)

Established Play

• Tight silt / sandstone
encased in organicrich shales, deposited
in extensive open
seaway
• Regional basincentred accumulation,
flanked by
conventional traps
• Intensive development
in U.S. and Canada
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Spearfish
(Jurassic)

Gross isopach, Spearfish Fm
(LeFever and LeFever, 2012)

Established Play

• Sandstone / siltstone red
beds, variably cemented
by evaporites
• Widespread floodplain to
marginal marine, lying on
profound unconformity
• Conventional strat traps
locally, but hz drilling and
multi-frac completions
allow access to
compartmentalized lowquality reservoir
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Montney
(Triassic)

Established Play

• Conventional oil pools in
updip areas, in leached
dolomitic siltstones and
shoreline sandstones
• Best tight oil potential along
updip margins of Deep Basin
(overpressured) fairway

TOWER

GIROUXVILLE

ANTE CREEK
KAYBOB

• Additional oil potential in
horizontal drilling of liquidsrich gas pools in low-quality
reservoirs along regional
erosional edge
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Established Play

Lower Shaunavon
(Jurassic)

• Tight muddy and fossiliferous
limestone, locally porous and
dolomitized
• Deposited on broad shallow
marine shelf with limited water
circulation and little clastic input
• Discrete structural control on
prospective fairway – oil charge
and fracturing along uplift
• Are there areas with upside
potential?
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Viking

(Cretaceous)

Established Play
Reinson et al., 1994

• Shallow marine, regionallycontinuous complexes
• Thinly-bedded conventionalquality sandstones interbedded
with siltstone and shale,
producing poor overall reservoir
quality

Tight Oil
Fairway

• Horizontal / multi-frac wells
access multiple layers and
compartments to recover
economic volumes of oil
• Modest volumes, but generally
shallow, inexpensive wells

Conventional Viking
Oil Pools
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Established Play

Cardium
(Cretaceous)
• Tight sandstones, deposited in
shallow marine / shoreline settings
• Large oil volumes recovered from
conventional vertical wells, but
unconventional potential lies in
three main settings:
• Cardium “fringe / halo” – tighter
sandstones deposited in deeper
water settings around main pools
• Broad sand sheets with little
conventional reservoir rock
• Poorer reservoir within existing
pools

Red wells = Hz oil producers
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Established Isolated Plays
• Charlie Lake (Upper Triassic)
• Sub-regional uppermost Charlie Lake (“Worsley Mbr”)
• Variably-cemented, marginal marine sandstones, capped and sealed
beneath post-Triassic unconformity
• Systematic horizontal / multi-frac development in northwestern Alberta

• Dunvegan
• Deltaic / channel sand complexes in west-central Alberta
• Local horizontal / multi-frac development where reservoir quality too
poor for conventional development

• Basal Belly River (Upper Cretaceous)
• Deltaic / shoreface sandstones deposited in multiple cycles
• Oil-charged in west-central Alberta, existing conventional development
from stratigraphic traps
• Systematic horizontal / multi-frac development of marginal sands
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Emerging Play

Duvernay
(Devonian)

• Organic-rich shale with interbedded
calcareous shale / limestone
• Deposited in deep marine anoxic
basin
• Major source rock with clearlydefined areas of oil- and gasgenerative capacity

Switzer et al, 1994

• Industry focus is currently on
liquids-rich gas
• Is there sufficient reservoir energy
to produce significant oil ??
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Second White Specks

Emerging Play

(Upper Cretaceous)

GR

Resistivity

Bulk
Density

• Productivity of selected wells is
proven
• 100+ wells have produced
>100 MBO

• Naturally-fractured calcareous
sandstones provide
deliverability

Siltier-upward
succession

• Very limited success to date in
achieving predictable
economic results
Organic-rich shales

• Most productive wells
encountered fractures by
chance
• Can targeted horizontals
make this an
Established Play?

“Alberta Bakken”

(Devonian / Carboniferous)

Emerging Play
• Multi-cycle complex of
organic-rich shale, tight
sandstone, and tight
carbonate

• Original play concept
focused on over-pressured
Exshaw
• Modeled on Bakken
production to east
• Failed to produce
economically

• Now limited production from
lower Banff sands and
uppermost Devonian
carbonates
• Oil in place estimates
based on old play model;
not valid
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Rokosh et al, 2012

Potential Play

Muskwa

(Devonian)
• Large in-place hydrocarbon
volumes assigned by both
Alberta Geological Survey and
Energy Information Administration
• Industry has tested the play locally
but has generally not followed up

• EIA applied “risk factor” to
recoverable potential to reflect
industry’s reluctance to pursue the
play

“Nordegg” (Gordondale)
(Jurassic)

Potential Play

Rokosh et al., 2012

• Basinal Gordondale Member is a
rich, regionally-extensive shale
• Recognized as a major source rock
for conventional accumulations

• AGS (2012) in-place resource
assessment (medium case):
• 148 TCF Gas
• 1.4 billion bbl NGL’s
• 37.8 billion bbl Oil

• Isolated examples of naturallyfractured shale production, but little
success to date in developing the
shale oil resource systematically
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Wilrich

(Lower Cretaceous)
Rokosh et al., 2012

Potential Play
• Thick marine shale, with organic-rich
beds at the base
• Recognized as a relatively minor source
rock for conventional accumulations
• NOT the Wilrich sandstone play

• AGS (2012) in-place resource
assessment (medium case):
• 246 TCF Gas
• 2.1 billion bbl NGL’s
• 47.9 billion bbl Oil

• This play is not being pursued
systematically
• Narrow thermal maturity window
• Organic-rich only at base
• Industry doesn’t believe the resource is
there – organic-rich shale too thin
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Horn River
(Devonian)

Potential Play
• Deep marine anoxic basin;
northern extension of
Duvernay / Muskwa fairway
Gross thickness,
Horn River Group

• Organic-rich shale with
calcareous and silty intervals
• Major source rock with
established oil-generating
capacity

• Industry in early stages of
testing play
• Additional potential in
adjacent Yukon basins
Hayes, 2011

• Large (unquantified) oil
potential
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Paleozoic Tight Oil,
Eastern Canada

Potential Plays

Oil Window
ANTICOSTI ISLAND
GASPE

WESTERN
NEWFOUNDLAND

Gas Window

Macasty (shale)
York River (sandstone)
Forillon (carbonate)
Marcil (Junex), 2014
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Speculative Plays

Northern
Interior Platform

Ford Lake /
Horn River
Slater River
Exshaw / Besa River

East Coast
Offshore

Chinkeh
Interior
Cratonic
Colorado

GSC Open File 4673
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Speculative Plays
• Known petroleum systems
• Will technology advance to allow
development of unconventional
hydrocarbons in these settings?
Northern
Interior Platform

West Coast
Offshore

GSC Open File 4673

East Coast
Offshore

Interior
Cratonic
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Light Tight Oil Summary
• Established Plays (all in WCSB)
• Significant reserves and huge potential upside
• Current operations underscore both good productivity and
potential issues in realizing the potential

• Emerging Plays
• Progress is being made toward systematic development

• Potential Plays
• Little activity in current price environment, but substantial land
positions are in place, and work has been done

• Speculative Plays
• Potential throughout Canadian sedimentary basins
• Industry currently not motivated to pursue
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